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Preview

WESTGROUPE
The new K-598 and K-601 styles by
WestGroupe’s KLiiK denmark brand 
both feature an upscale, Scandinavian-
inspired look thanks to interesting 
design elements.

The two styles boast exclusive patterns 
and subtle details to create striking 
frames for young women and men with 
smaller face shapes.

K-598 is a rendition of the fashionable 
snakeskin print that never seems to go 
out of style. Printed in high definition, 
the pattern is carried from the front 
through to the temples. This feminine 
style is offered in a deep colour palette 
of Black Python, Wine Python, Purple 
Python and Teal Python.

K-601, which has a sleek modified square 
shape, features a unique bridge inspired 
by the vintage revival that is becoming 
more and more popular throughout the 
eyewear market. It is available in under-
stated colourways of Black Gun, Navy 
Grey and Brown Black.

For more information, 
visit: www.kliik.com

NEUBAU
The Lotte, Peter and Flo are new 
styles from the stainless steel range 
by neubau eyewear.

The Lotte is a cat’s eye model, while 
Peter is a classic frame and Flo follows 
the round frame trend. All three 
frames are available in four colourways, 
from buttercream matte to pacific 
blue matte.

For more information, visit: 
neubau-eyewear.com
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WestGroupe is also noticing a change 
in Canadian women’s eyewear trends 
towards thin and sleek frames.

 “Profiles are becoming thinner for 
both metal and acetate frames and, 
although there is a move to cleaner 
designs, intricate detailing is a key 
trend for 2018,” says Beverly Suliteanu, 
vice-president of product development. 

“Although acetate continues to be 
strong, we are continuing to see a slow 
shift toward metals, in both thin eye 
wire as well as flat metal.”

These trends are visible in WestGroupe 
FYSH UK models F-3595 and F-3598. 
According to Suliteanu, many of the 
trends we saw in 2017 will maintain pop-
ularity in 2018 with slight refinements.

“Cat-eyes, round and angular shapes 
continue to trend for women’s eyewear, 
but we are seeing a decrease in the B 
measurement, as opposed to the over-
sized retro shapes we have been seeing 
over the last few years,” says Suliteanu.

There is a wide range of colour trends 
happening for 2018 with neutral 
shades leading the way.

“New metal styles will be available in 
a wide range of textures and patterns,” 
says Suliteanu. 
“Combination frames will continue 
to uptrend with a variety of finishes 
such as matte vs shiny. For acetate, 
key colour trends include transparent 
neutrals, nudes and light translucents, 
traditional and coloured torts, and un-
expected colour combinations through 
custom lamination,” says Suliteanu.

“With the resurgence of metals 
underway, lighter shades of soft and 
rose gold, pewter and silver work well 
on thin metals while deep, rich tones 
compete with strong vivid tones in 
the flat metal arena.”

WestGroupe  
FYSH UK F-3598 

WestGroupe 
FYSH UK F-3595
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It features a squared-off round shape and keyhole 
bridge combined with a multi-hued translucent 
acetate. It also features a metal rectangular, 5-barrel 
hinge that is visible at the end piece giving it 
a retro twist.

The Kliik denmark K-601 in brown black is also 
a popular model for WestGroupe. It boasts a sleek 
modified square shape and a unique soldered 
bridge inspired by the vintage revival.

The Kliik denmark K-596, meanwhile, boasts a 
classic round shape with a vintage subtle keyhole 
bridge. The frame features a clean minimalist 
design with metal end cap and discreet branding 
with the logo plaque only at the temple tips.

WestGroupe’s Evatik E-9159 frame features a 
round shape, an ode to ‘90s styling with a mod-
ern twist, that is one of the most popular eye-
wear trends for 2018. The frame’s keyhole bridge 

Beverly Suliteanu, vice-president of product 
development at WestGroupe, says the look for 
men’s eyewear in 2018 moves to a more 
minimalistic realm.

“Designs will continue to have a vintage feel, but 
with a modern twist that draws inspiration from 
architectural and contemporary design,” 
she says.

“Metals continue to see a resurgence with a focus 
on thin, lightweight materials. Stainless steel and 
titanium are becoming increasingly popular as 
are thin metal wire styles reminiscent of the ‘90s.”

The Kliik denmark K-604 by WestGroupe, 
available in sand smoke, grey smoke and crystal, 
is a vintage-inspired style that is trending high 
this season for men.
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